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Netgear WNR834B (v2) warning
As an owner of this router and accidentally bricked it (yet again) I want to add an extra warning to the
Installation section. As mentioned on the installation and several posts, this router maintains a hidden flash
RAM area that contains the routers serial, MAC address and board code. Using the latest builds work around
this problem when installing DD-WRT .. BUT do NOT even TRY to default all settings as this will result in
corrupting the MAC address of your router, regardless of SVN revision (up to build 13064; which I used). I
wanted default settings and .. well bricked my router .. *gets the JTAG out*
Note: installation tells to either use NA, or WW version of the stock firmware. It's better to use the NA stock
firmware when all else fails. The workaround should work to switch either back to WW stock firmware, or
back to DD-WRT using the stock firmware web interface.

Conflicting information?
The article says that "the WRT54GSv.5 has 2mb of flash memory." but it also says "All the WRT54GS
models except v4.0 have 8MB of flash" So which is it and can upgrade my WRT54GSv.5? Thanks! BTW if I
can and this works YOU ROCK! (YOU ROCK ANYWAY)

Missing info
Is it supposed to say "Updateds sucessfully" or "Update are failed" after you upload? Mine is saying the latter.
If this is wrong, troubleshooting info should be added for that case. If it's currect, it should say so aswell,
because else people will abort when they see it. ThorRune 15:59, 28 Dec 2006 (CET)
I'll give it a shot, from what i know. Please correct me if i'm wrong. ThorRune 20:37, 30 Dec 2006
(CET)
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Tidy up
Does anyone have any ideas for how this article could be tidied up?
It seems like it is getting a bit unwieldy and hard to navigate to me. Hal 17:52, 14 Mar 2007 (CET)

Belkin F5D7130 v1000
Allegedly, the Belkin F5D7130 is the same unit as the F5D7230 without the WAN port. The F5D7130 is a
model with 4MB flash and 8MB RAM. Although I managed to TFTP the full DD-WRT firmware, I had two
major problems. Firstly, I could not get WDS to work and secondly I could not get the LAN port to work. I
tried to reflash with the Belkin stock firmware hard reset to clear NVRAM. Unit stopped responding (no lights
came on). I suspect that I managed to somehow taint the unit's CFE memory. I've tried to JTAG into the unit,
but I am unable to find a replacement CFE.BIN for my model. The F5D7230 v1000,v1010 and v1444
CFE.BIN do not work using HairyDairyMaid's JTAG prog. I would not advise anybody to put DD-WRT on
one of these units until is it confirmed compatible!

Buffalo Routers
Command-line flash... wirelessly?
This seems counter intuitive, and the instructions just say this and leave it at that. WHY must we flash via
command-line wirelessly? That just doesn't make any sense to me, and I need an explanation of why this is.
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